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The Unison mic preamps on Apollo x4 let you track in real time through exacting mic preamp emulations from Neve, Helios, API, Manley, Avalon, Universal Audio and many more. Exclusive to UA Audio Interfaces, Unison technology nails the tone of these sought-after tube and solid state mic
pres including their input impedance, gain stage sweet spots, and the component-level circuit behaviors of the original hardware. The e22S is a discrete active microphone with low self-noise and optimal immunity to overloading. Its unique design uses discrete transistor circuitry, allowing
use with severely challenging sources at very high sound pressure levels. The instrumentation amp produces a broad frequency response and a low output impedance for large changes in source level. Red Panda Labs makes unique DSP-based effects for experimentally minded musicians.
Their algorithms combine modern signal processing with the character of classic digital hardware. Our pedals handle line level signals with stereo input/output and full MIDI implementations. The e22 is our first active DI microphone. This mic has digital inputs and outputs, an analogue mic
level for easy integration, and a built-in mixer to run on battery or mains power. By using a combination of solid state and tube circuitry, the e22 is a flexible solution for even the most challenging source conditions. The MPDI-4 is musical, it's powerful, and, man, is it flexible. It features four

individual Mic Preamp/DI circuits housed in a single 1RU chassis. With by-passable transformers, switchable output headroom, and adjustable THD characteristics, the sound of the MPDI-4 can range from clean, lean, and pristine to warm, thick, and harmonically colorful. Whether you're
working with a high-energy punk band, a quiet jazz trio, or a symphonic orchestra, the MPDI-4 can bring out the best elements of any musical instrument. If you're a novice recording engineer just starting out; if you're a studio on a budget; or if you're a recording artist wanting to get your

sound to a more professional level, the MPDI-4 is the mic pre you must have in your tool box. Don't believe us A-B your vocals, your drums, your guitar on the UTA designs versus any other mic pre out there, and then you'll hear it for yourself -- UTA wins again. REVIEW
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Table 1 Non-Cytotoxic Identification by Photo-/macroscopic Method Additional information: An MMS-method only for cytotoxic mushrooms for exclusion of all other mushrooms. Results: The level of the identification of the mushroom (photo and macro) was classified as: a) cytotoxic/non-
cytotoxic, b) genus-name, c) species-name. In the cytotoxic group the different identification level (see Table 1) were combined and here the cytotoxic identification level was 65% correct overall. In the genus the identification level was 84% correct. In the species the identification level was
96% correct (see Table 2). Remarks: A universal method for exclusion of any non-toxic edible mushroom in cases when we only need to rule out a limited number of cytotoxic species. The 6075-T6 aluminum alloy is used for its excellent strength to weight ratio and minimal material noise.
Aluminum is also used for shielding which allows the Nr. 1 sound quality while lowering the level of noise in the audible frequency range. Its non-magnetic characteristic make it ideal for recordings and other audio uses that require near perfect shielding. Take your microcontroller synth to

the next level with a full-featured iOS synth based on the award winning HelioS-Framework for use in any iOS/Android hybrid synth or production system. The HelioS-VST is distributed as a VST plugin for use with your favorite VST host and iOS/Android applications. It contains a
comprehensive VST plugin engine, i.e. new synthesis features like FM, FM Color, QFM, Noise, Filter, Wave Shaper, Sequencer, LFO, Envelope, and much more. 5ec8ef588b
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